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Abstract
The equations of motion for matter fields are invariant under the shift
of the matter lagrangian by a constant. Such a shift changes the energy
momentum tensor of matter by T ab → T
a
b + ρδ
a
b . In the conventional ap-
proach, gravity breaks this symmetry and the gravitational field equations
are not invariant under such a shift of the energy momentum tensor. I ar-
gue that until this symmetry is restored, one cannot obtain a satisfactory
solution to the cosmological constant problem. I describe an alterna-
tive perspective to gravity in which the gravitational field equations are
[Gab − κTab]n
anb = 0 for all null vectors na. This is obviously invariant
under the change T ab → T
a
b +ρδ
a
b and restores the symmetry under shifting
the matter lagrangian by a constant. These equations are equivalent to
Gab = κTab+Cgab where C is now an integration constant so that the role
of the cosmological constant is very different in this approach. The cos-
mological constant now arises as an integration constant, somewhat like
the mass M in the Schwarzschild metric, the value of which can be cho-
sen depending on the physical context. These equations can be obtained
from a variational principle which uses the null surfaces of spacetime as
local Rindler horizons and can be given a thermodynamic interpretation.
This approach turns out to be quite general and can encompass even the
higher order corrections to Einstein’s gravity and suggests a principle to
determine the form of these corrections in a systematic manner.
1 Introduction
In conventional approach to gravity, one derives the equations of motion from
a lagrangian Ltot = Lgrav(g) + Lmatt(g, φ) where Lgrav is the gravitational la-
grangian dependent on the metric and its derivative and Lmatt is the matter
lagrangian which depends on both the metric and the matter fields, symboli-
cally denoted as φ. This total lagrangian is integrated over the spacetime volume
with the covariant measure
√−gd4x to obtain the action. In such an approach,
the cosmological constant can be introduced via two different routes which are
conceptually different but operationally the same.
First, one may decide to take the gravitational lagrangian to be Lgrav =
(2κ)−1(R − 2Λg) where Λg is a parameter in the (low energy effective) action
just like the Newtonian gravitational constant κ. This is equivalent to assuming
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that, even in the absence of matter, flat spacetime is not a solution to the field
equations.
The second route through which the cosmological constant can be introduced
is by shifting the matter lagrangian by Lmatt → Lmatt − 2λm. The equations
of motion for matter are invariant under such a transformation which implies
that — in the absence of gravity — we cannot determine the value of λm. But
such a shift is clearly equivalent to adding a cosmological constant 2κλm to the
Lgrav. In general, what can be observed through gravitational interaction is the
combination Λtot = Λg + 2κλm.
It is clear that there are two distinct aspects to the so called cosmological
constant problem. The first question is why Λtot is very small when expressed
in natural units. Second, since Λtot could have had two separate contributions
from the gravitational and matter sectors, why does the sum remain so fine
tuned? This question is particularly relevant because phase transitions in the
early universe can shift the matter lagrangian by a large constant; that is, λm
can change during the evolution of the universe.
The transformation L→ Lmatt−2λm shifts in the energy momentum tensor
of the form T ab → T ab + ρδab with ρ = 2λm and this is a symmetry of the matter
sector; the matter equations of motion do not care about constant ρ. In the
conventional approach, gravity breaks this symmetry. This is the root cause
of the so called cosmological constant problem. As long as gravitational field
equations are of the form Gab = κTab the theory cannot be invariant under the
shifts of the form T ab → T ab + ρδab . Since such shifts are allowed by the matter
sector (at least at scales below which the super symmetry is broken), it is very
difficult to imagine a clean solution to cosmological constant problem within the
conventional approach to gravity. This issue is closely tied to the fact that the
action is expressed as an integral over a bulk spacetime volume with a measure√−gd4x. As long as this is the case, the source of gravity will remain Tab and
invariance under the shift T ab → T ab + ρδab cannot be obtained.
I will outline in this article a new approach to gravity which has promise to
solve this problem. In this approach, the equations of motion are not Gab = κTab
but [Gab − κTab]nanb = 0 for all null vectors na. Such an equation is obviously
invariant under the shift T ab → T ab + ρδab and restores the symmetry under
shifting the matter lagrangian by a constant. These equations are equivalent to
Gab = κTab + Cgab where C is now an integration constant. Thus while this
approach leads to same equations as in of Einstein’s gravity with cosmological
constant, the nature of the constant is very different from the usual approach.
It is now an integration constant, the value of which can be chosen depending
on the physical context — somewhat like the choice of M in the Schwarzschild
metric.
It is obvious that one cannot obtain the equations [Gab−κTab]nanb = 0 from
any conventional action principle. I will show, however, that such equations can
be obtained from a rather unconventional variational principle which uses the
null surfaces of the spacetime in an essential manner. In this approach any bulk
cosmological constant will become irrelevant.
The plan of the paper is as follows: I will begin with a broad, rapid, overview
of the current cosmological paradigm in order to present the case for the cos-
mological constant as a choice for the dark energy. I will then describe briefly
the new perspective in the context of general relativity and explain how it offers
new insights into understanding several issues in horizon thermodynamics. In
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Sec.5, I will show that this approach is actually quite general and can allow
us to determine higher order corrections to Einstein’s gravity in a systematic
manner.
2 The evidence for the cosmological constant
It is conventional to measure the energy densities of the various species which
drive the expansion of the universe in terms of a critical energy density ρc =
3H20/8πG where H0 = (a˙/a)0 is the rate of expansion of the universe at present.
The variables Ωi = ρi/ρc will then give the fractional contribution of different
components of the universe (i denoting baryons, dark matter, radiation, etc.)
to the critical density. Observations suggest that the universe has 0.98 . Ωtot .
1.08 with radiation (R), baryons (B), dark matter, made of weakly interacting
massive particles (DM) and dark energy (DE) contributing ΩR ≃ 5×10−5,ΩB ≃
0.04,ΩDM ≃ 0.26,ΩDE ≃ 0.7, respectively. All known observations[1, 2, 3, 4]
are consistent with such an — admittedly weird — composition for the universe.
The conventional cosmological paradigm — which is remarkably successful
— is based on these numbers and can be summarised[5] as follows: The key
idea is that if there existed small fluctuations in the energy density in the early
universe, then gravitational instability can amplify them in a well-understood
manner leading to structures like galaxies etc. today. The most popular model
for generating these fluctuations is based on the idea that if the very early uni-
verse went through an inflationary phase[6], then the quantum fluctuations of
the field driving the inflation can lead to energy density fluctuations[7, 8]. It
is possible to construct models of inflation such that these fluctuations are de-
scribed by a Gaussian random field and are characterized by a power spectrum
of the form P (k) = Akn with n ≃ 1. The models cannot predict the value
of the amplitude A in an unambiguous manner but it can be determined from
CMBR observations. The CMBR observations are consistent with the inflation-
ary model for the generation of perturbations and gives A ≃ (28.3h−1Mpc)4 and
n . 1. (The first results were from COBE [9] andWMAP has re-confirmed them
with far greater accuracy). When the perturbation is small, one can use well
defined linear perturbation theory to study its growth. But when δ ≈ (δρ/ρ) is
comparable to unity the perturbation theory breaks down. Since there is more
power at small scales, smaller scales go non-linear first and structure forms hi-
erarchically. The non linear evolution of the dark matter halos (which is an
example of statistical mechanics of self gravitating systems; see e.g. ref.[10])
can be understood by simulations as well as theoretical models based on ap-
proximate ansatz[11] and nonlinear scaling relations[12]. The baryons in the
halo will cool and undergo collapse in a fairly complex manner because of gas
dynamical processes. It seems unlikely that the baryonic collapse and galaxy
formation can be understood by analytic approximations; one needs to do high
resolution computer simulations to make any progress[13]. The results obtained
from all these attempts are broadly consistent with observations.
So, to the zeroth order, the universe is characterized by just seven numbers:
h ≈ 0.7 describing the current rate of expansion; ΩDE ≃ 0.7,ΩDM ≃ 0.26,ΩB ≃
0.04,ΩR ≃ 5 × 10−5 giving the composition of the universe; the amplitude
A ≃ (28.3h−1Mpc)4 and the index n ≃ 1 of the initial perturbations. Validating
such a cosmological paradigm by different observations is a remarkable progress
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by any sensible criterion.
The remaining challenge, of course, is to make some sense out of these num-
bers from a more fundamental point of view. Among all these components,
the dark energy, which exerts negative pressure, is probably the weirdest. To
understand its rapid acceptance by the community one needs to look at its re-
cent history briefly. Early analysis of several observations[14] indicated that this
component is unclustered and has negative pressure — the observation which
made me personally sit up and take note being the APM result. This is con-
firmed dramatically by the supernova observations[3, 4]. (For a critical look at
the current data, see ref. [[15]]). The key observational feature of dark energy is
that — treated as a fluid with a stress tensor T ab = dia (ρ,−p,−p,−p) — it has
an equation of state p = wρ with w . −0.8 at the present epoch. The spatial
part g of the geodesic acceleration (which measures the relative acceleration of
two geodesics in the spacetime) satisfies an exact equation in general relativity
with the source being (ρ + 3p). As long as (ρ + 3p) > 0, gravity remains at-
tractive while (ρ + 3p) < 0 can lead to repulsive gravitational effects. In other
words, dark energy with sufficiently negative pressure will accelerate the expan-
sion of the universe, once it starts dominating over the normal matter. This is
precisely what is established from the study of high redshift supernova, which
can be used to determine the expansion rate of the universe in the past [3, 4].
The simplest model for a fluid with negative pressure is the cosmological
constant (for a sample of recent reviews, see ref.[16]) with w = −1, ρ = −p =
constant. If the dark energy is indeed a cosmological constant, then it in-
troduces a fundamental length scale in the theory LΛ ≡ H−1Λ , related to the
constant dark energy density ρ
DE
by H2Λ ≡ (8πGρDE/3). In classical general
relativity, based on the constants G, c and LΛ, it is not possible to construct
any dimensionless combination from these constants. But when one introduces
the Planck constant, ~, it is possible to form the dimensionless combination
H2Λ(G~/c
3) ≡ (L2P /L2Λ). Observations then require (L2P /L2Λ) . 10−123. As
has been mentioned several times in literature, this will require enormous fine
tuning.
Because of this conceptual problem associated with the cosmological con-
stant, people have explored a large variety of alternative possibilities. The most
popular among them uses a scalar field φ with a suitably chosen potential V (φ)
so as to make the vacuum energy (as well as the parameter w) vary with time like
in quintessence[17], kessence[18], tachyonic models[19, 20] etc. The hope then is
that, one can find a model in which the current value can be explained naturally
without any fine tuning. While the scalar field models enjoy considerable popu-
larity it is very doubtful whether they have helped us to understand the nature
of the dark energy at any deeper level. These models, viewed objectively, suffer
from several shortcomings:
(a) They completely lack predictive power. It can be explicitly demonstrated[19,
21] that, virtually every form of a(t) can be modeled by a suitable “designer”
V (φ).
(b) These models are degenerate in another sense. Even when w(a) is
known/specified, it is not possible to proceed further and determine the na-
ture of the scalar field Lagrangian. The explicit examples given in the literature
show that there are at least two different forms of scalar field Lagrangians, cor-
responding to the quintessence or the tachyonic field, which could lead to the
same w(a). (See the first paper in ref.[15] for an explicit example of such a
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construction.)
(c) By and large, the potentials used in the literature have no natural field
theoretical justification. All of them are non-renormalisable in the conventional
sense and have to be interpreted as a low energy effective potential in an ad hoc
manner.
(d) One key difference between cosmological constant and scalar field models
is that the latter lead to a w(a) which varies with time. If observations have
demanded this, or even if observations have ruled out w = −1 at the present
epoch, then one would have been forced to take alternative models seriously.
However, all available observations are consistent with cosmological constant
(w = −1) and— in fact — the possible variation of w is strongly constrained[22].
(e) All the scalar field potentials require fine tuning of the parameters in
order to be viable. This is obvious in the quintessence models in which adding
a constant to the potential is the same as invoking a cosmological constant. So
to make the quintessence models work, we first need to assume the cosmological
constant is zero. These models, therefore, merely push the cosmological constant
problem to another level, making it somebody else’s problem!
The last point makes clear that if we shift L→ Lmatt− 2λm in an otherwise
successful scalar field model for dark energy, we end up ‘switching on’ the cos-
mological constant and raising the problems again. It is therefore important to
address this issue, which we will the task we address in the rest of the paper.
3 Gravity’s immunity from vacuum energy
As we said before the vacuum energy density, regularized at a length scale L will
lead to a ρ ≈ L−4. Current observations suggest that something very similar to
vacuum energy density — with T ab = L
−4δab ;L = Lobs ≈ 0.1mm — is producing
gravitational effects in the large scale dynamics of the universe. We also have
reason to believe that our universe went through several phase transitions in
the course of its evolution, each of which shifts the energy momentum tensor of
matter by T ab → T ab + L−4δab where L is the scale characterizing the transition.
For example, the GUT and Weak Interaction scales are about LGUT ≈ 10−29
cm, LSW ≈ 10−16 cm which are tiny compared to LΛ. Even if we take a more
pragmatic approach, the observation of Casimir effect in the lab sets a bound
that L < O(1) nanometer, leading to a ρ which is about 1012 times the observed
value[23]. Given all these, it seems reasonable to assume that gravity is quite
successful in ignoring most of the energy density in the vacuum.
The key issue is that gravity is again acting as an odd-man-out. All other
interactions of nature are invariant under shifting Lmatter by a constant which
shifts the energy by Tab → Tab+Λgab. But since the matter lagrangian couples to
gravity through a Lmatter
√−g term the equations of motion for gravity are not
invariant under shifting the Lmatter by a constant. This problem will persist in
any theory of gravity with equations of motion of the form Eab = Tab where Eab
is some divergence-free, symmetric, tensor made from the metric and derivatives.
This, in turn, arises because we use an action functional for gravity with an
integral over bulk spacetime volume with the measure
√−gdDx.
So the only way out of this problem is to change field equations[24] such that
they become invariant under Tab → Tab + Λgab. This is same as working with
the trace-free part of the equations (as originally attempted in the unimodular
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theories of gravity; see ref.[25]) or, alternatively, with the equations
(Gab − 8πTab)ξaξb = 0 (1)
for all null vectors ξa. Either formulation, when combined with Bianchi identity,
leads to Gab = 8πTab + Cgab with some undetermined integration constant C.
The C is no longer a coupling constant in the field equations (that is, it does not
exist in the lagrangian of the theory) but is part of the solution — likeM in the
Schwarzschild metric. One is free to choose it differently in different contexts,
depending on physical situation. While this does not “solve” the cosmological
constant problem, it changes its nature completely because the theory is now
invariant under Tab → Tab + Λgab.
As long as we take the action for gravity to be an integral over a local
Lagrangian density, one cannot obtain of the equations of motion which are
invariant under the shift Tab → Tab + Λgab. Obviously, the conventional action
principle with the gravitational degrees of freedom residing in the bulk cannot
give raise to Eq. (1). But if we have only surface degrees of freedom, it seems
plausible that the gravity will be unaffected by bulk vacuum energy. [In fact, the
shift from volume degrees of freedom to area degrees of freedom can change[24,
26] the effective energy density of the vacuum that is coupled to gravity from
the gigantic L−4P to the observed value L
−4
P (L
2
P /S) with S ≈ H−2 and can lead
to the observed value of the cosmological constant.]
4 Gravity from the surface degrees of freedom
As I mentioned above one cannot obtain Eq. (1) from a bulk action which is an
integral of a local lagrangian L with a measure
√−gdDx. It is, however, well
known that Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian LEH ∝ R has a formal structure
LEH ∼ R ∼ (∂g)2 + ∂2g ≡
√−gLbulk − Lsur (2)
with
Lbulk = 2Q
dc
abg
biΓadkΓ
k
ic; Lsur = 2Q
cd
ak∂c
[√−ggbkΓabd] (3)
where 2Qcdab = (δ
d
aδ
c
b − δcaδdb ) is the alternating (‘determinant’) tensor. (We have
introduced a minus sign in the surface term Eq. (2) for future convenience; with
this convention, Lsur is the lagrangian that should be added to LEH to get an
action which is quadratic in the first derivatives of metric.) The surface term ob-
tained by integrating Lsur ∝ ∂2g should be ignored (or, more formally, canceled
by an extrinsic curvature term; see e.g. [[27]]) to obtain a well defined varia-
tional derivative that will lead to Einstein’s equations. So the (covariant) field
equations essentially arise from the variation of the non-covariant (or foliation
dependent) bulk term Lbulk ∝ (∂g)2 — usually called the Γ2 Lagrangian.
On the other hand, there exists a remarkable relation [28, 29] between these
two parts of the Lagrangian in the Einstein-Hilbert action:
[(D/2)− 1]√−gLsur = ∂a
(
gik
∂
√−gLbulk
∂(∂agik)
)
(4)
(The result is quoted for D > 4 for future convenience; of course, for D = 4, the
numerical coefficient in the left hand side becomes unity.) Given this relation,
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the transition from Lbulk to LEH = Lbulk−Lsur can be thought of as a transition
to momentum representation. Given any Lq(q˙, q), we can always construct a
Lp(q¨, q˙, q) which depends on the second derivatives q¨ but gives the same equation
of motion by using
Lp = Lq − d
dt
(
q
∂Lq
∂q˙
)
(5)
Keeping δp = 0 at the end points and varying Lp leads to the the same equations
of motion as keeping δq = 0 at the end points and varying Lq. In quantum the-
ory, the path integral with Lp gives the momentum space kernel G(p2, t2; p1, t1)
just as path integral with Lq gives the co-ordinate space kernel K(q2, t2; q1, t1).
Relation of this kind clearly indicates that both Lsur and Lbulk contain the
same information content. This strongly suggests that one may be able to ob-
tain the same information about the dynamics just from the surface term Lsur
alone. (For this reason, we shall call this relation holographic, where the term
is used in a specific sense, as explained in ref. [30].) Such a perspective turns
out to be remarkably resilient and useful. I will briefly indicate how standard
Einstein’s theory arises from an action functional[31] containing only a surface
term (delegating the details to the Appendix) and then I will develop a gen-
eral frame work for the low energy gravitational action functional which has a
similar holographic structure.
4.1 A new variational principle
To do this, let us construct a total action for gravity and matter[31] by adding
to Asur the matter action; that is,
Atot = Asur +Amatter[φi, g] (6)
where Amatter [φi, g] is the standard matter action in a spacetime with metric
gab. The φi denotes some generic matter degrees of freedom; varying φi will
lead to standard equations of motion for matter in a background metric and
these equations will also ensure that the energy momentum tensor of matter T ab
satisfies ∇aT ab = 0. Consider now the variation of Atot when the metric changes
by gab → gab + δgab with δgab = ∇aξb + ∇bξa where ξa is (at present) an
unspecified vector field. We keep all other matter variables unchanged. Direct
calculation shows that (see Eq. (70) of Appendix):
16πδAtot = 2
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h(Rab − 8πT ab )ξbna −
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h (ncM
c
lmδg
lm) (7)
where M clm is given by Eq. (56) in the Appendix (the explicit form of which is
irrelevant for our purpose) and nc is the normal to the surface ∂V . I stress that
we are not introducing a coordinate shift xa → x¯a = xa + ξa (diffeomorphism)
but merely restricting ourselves to a specific type of δgab parametrized by a
vector field ξa. Under a coordinate transformation xa → x¯a = xa + ξa all
tensorial quantities change — not just the metric. In the matter sector, there
will be extra variations arising from the changes induced in the matter action
due to variations in matter fields φi. Instead we are merely considering the
variation of the total action for a specific type of variation of the metric. The
derivation of Eq. (70) in the Appendix makes this clear.
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This variation will lead to sensible equations of motion in a special circum-
stance which I will now explain. Around any event P in the spacetime one can
introduce a local inertial frame such that the null surface of light rays passing
though P takes the usual X2 = T 2 form. One can now transform to a (family
of) Rindler frame(s) from this locally inertial frame (in fact with any proper
acceleration one likes) such that the null surface acts as a local horizon for
these observers. The null surface through at any event on the spacetime can
be thought of as a local Rindler horizon for a suitably chosen congruence of
observers[32]. We now demand that, whenever the boundary ∂V has a part H
which is a local Rindler horizon, the contribution to the variation of the action
from that H should vanish if ξa is the Killing vector that generates H. (There
is strong physical motivation for this demand which I have given in previous
works, e.g., ref.[28]; I will not repeat it here.) The fact that ξa is the Killing
vector implies that δgab = 0 on the Killing horizon H making the second term
in Eq. (7) vanish. Since the normal to H is in the direction of ξa, the first term
gives
(Rab − 8πT ab )ξbξa = 0 (8)
One can do this around every event in spacetime locally and hence this result
should hold everywhere. Using the fact that ξa is arbitrary except for being a
null vector, this requires Rab − 8πT ab = F (g)δab , where F is an arbitrary function
of the metric. Writing this as (Gab − 8πT ab ) = Q(g)δab with Q = F − (1/2)R
and using ∇aGab = 0,∇aT ab = 0 we get ∂bQ = ∂b[F − (1/2)R] = 0; so that
Q is an undetermined integration constant, say Λ, and F must have the form
F = (1/2)R+ Λ. The resulting equation is
Rab − (1/2)Rδab = 8πT ab + Λδab (9)
which leads to Einstein’s theory with a cosmological constant appearing as an
integration constant [24, 31]. Since this should hold at every null surface through
every event, the field equations hold at every event.
This formalism is quite different from conventional action principles — in
which surface terms cannot lead to anything nontrivial — but ties up neatly
with several conceptual issues which I shall briefly address:
(a) The surface term of gravitational action principle has a thermodynamic
interpretation: Asur is directly related to the (observer dependent horizon)
entropy. For example, if we choose a local Rindler frame near the horizon with
the Euclidean continuation for the metric:
ds2E ≈ N2dτ2 + dN2/κ2 + dL2⊥ (10)
then horizon maps to the origin and the region outside the horizon corresponds
to N > 0. This fits with our idea that observers with a horizon should only
use regions and variables accessible to them. The surface term can now be
computed by integrating over the surface N = ǫ, 0 < τ < 2π/κ and taking the
limit ǫ→ 0. This calculation gives
Asur = −1
4
A⊥
G
(11)
where A⊥ is the area in the transverse directions. Since the surface contribution
is due to the existence of an inaccessible region we can identify (−Asur) with an
entropy.
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(b) It is this entropy we are varying in our variational principle. Our varia-
tional principle has nontrivial content when we choose the boundary ∂V to have
a piece made of local Rindler horizon H around some event. We then choose ξa
to be the local Killing vector generating the Rindler horizon and demand that
the contribution to the variation of action in Eq. (7) fromH should vanish. This
is a purely local construction on a small patch of ∂V, which is a null surface H
(viz. the local Rindler horizon) using local Killing vector ξa which generates it.
These exist at all events in spacetime and since ∂V is arbitrary, this construc-
tion leads to the validity of the resulting equations at all events in spacetime.
In particular, I stress that: (a) We are not assuming anything about the global
structure of the spacetime or the existence of any global Killing vector etc. (b)
In the integral over ∂V, there will be contribution from the small patch H as
well as from the rest of the boundary. We only require that the contribution
from H should vanish when it is the local Rindler horizon generated by a lo-
cal Killing vector ξa. It is this local nature which allows us to constrain the
integrand without worrying about the contributions from rest of ∂V. This role
of surface terms in the action functional, when the surface acts as local Killing
horizon, is supported by the identification of the surface term with of horizon
entropy. Since any generic null surface can act as a horizon for some class of
observers, this again suggests that the physically relevant gravitational degrees
of freedom reside in the surface. (We will discuss the role of null surfaces in
slightly more detail later on.)
(c) The special kind of variation we considered is closely related to the
changes induced by a virtual, infinitesimal, displacement of the horizon nor-
mal to itself. This leads to a change in the entropy dS due to virtual work in
the membrane paradigm of horizons [34]. The variation of the matter term con-
tributes the PdV and dE terms and the entire variational principle is equivalent
to the thermodynamic identity TdS = dE+PdV applied to the changes when a
horizon undergoes a virtual displacement. In the case of spherically symmetric
spacetimes with g00 = 1/grr = −f(r) this is easy to demonstrate this result
explicitly[35]. The broad, necessarily speculative picture that emerges is clearly
the one in which the continuum spacetime is like an elastic solid (‘Sakharov
paradigm’; see e.g. ref. [36]) with Einstein’s equations providing the macro-
scopic description.
It may be noted that several possible surface actions may have the same
variation for certain class of surfaces. In the literature one often uses another
(Gibbons-Hawking) surface term, which involves the trace of the extrinsic cur-
vature. The difference between these two are explained in the Appendix. As
long as one is led to the correct equations, classical theory cannot distinguish
between different surface terms. Our particular choice is dictated by the ther-
modynamic interpretation mentioned above.
4.2 Entropy of null surfaces
It is possible to arrive at the same result in a different manner which highlights
this aspect in a somewhat more conventional way[37]. Consider a spacetime
with a metric gab and matter energy momentum tensor Tab. Such a spacetime
will have several null surfaces, the normals to which will be null vector fields
defined on the spacetime. Each of these null surfaces will act as a horizon to a
set of local Rindler observers. Based on this consideration, we will associate to
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any such null vector field va(x) an the entropy functional given by:
S =
1
8π
∫
d4x
√−g [2Qcdab∇cva∇dvb + 8πTabvavb]
=
1
8π
∫
d4x
√−g [(∇avb)(∇bva)− (∇bvb)2 + 8πTabvavb] (12)
We now demand that this entropy is maximised for all null vectors fields va in
the spacetime. To take into account the null condition we introduce the lagrange
multiplier F (g)vava where F is at present an arbitrary functional of the metric.
Extremising S with respect to the null vector field va will lead to the equation
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)va = (8πTab + F (g)gab) va (13)
The left hand side is Rabv
a due to the standard identity for commuting the
covariant derivatives. Hence an analysis similar to the one given earlier for
Eq. (8) will now lead to Eq. (9) i.e., to Einstein’s equations with an arbitrary
cosmological constant [38].
Note that we did not vary the metric tensor in Eq. (12) to obtain our field
equations. In this approach, gab and Tab are derived macroscopic quantities
and are not fundamental variables. Einstein’s equations arise as a consistency
condition for all null surfaces in the spacetime to have maximum entropy. The
action in Eq. (12) is explicitly invariant under Tab → Tab + ρgab, which is an
idea we started with to facilitate gravity to ignore the cosmological constant.
The expression for the entropy in Eq.(12) reduces to a four-divergence when
Einstein’s equations are satisfied (“on shell”) making S a surface term:
S =
1
8π
∫
V
d4x
√−g∇i(vb∇bvi−vi∇bvb) = 1
8π
∫
∂V
d3x
√
hni(v
b∇bvi−vi∇bvb)
(14)
The entropy of a bulk region V of spacetime resides in its boundary ∂V when Ein-
stein’s equations are satisfied. (This is the motivation for calling that functional
entropy, in the first place). In varying Eq.(12) to obtain the field equations, we
keep this surface contribution to be a constant. This is the idea we used earlier
to obtain Einstein’s equation by directly varying a surface term in action. If
the spacetime has microscopic degrees of freedom, then any bulk region will
have an entropy and it has always been a surprise why the entropy scales as
the area rather than volume. Our analysis shows that, the semiclassical limit,
when Einstein’s equations hold to the lowest order, the entropy is contributed
only by the boundary term. It is easy to show that, in this case, we will get an
entropy that is proportional to the area of any horizon, if the horizon arises as
a singular point in the null vector field.
4.3 Symmetries of the surface term
Since this approach has brought to center-stage the surface term, it is worth
pointing out an important property of this term, viz that it is nonperturbative
in the gravitational coupling constant. In a general gauge, the Lsur of the
Einstein-Hilbert action has the form:
√−gLsur = 1
2lP
∂a[
√−g(gabΓcbc − gbcΓabc)] (15)
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Consider now the linear approximation to Einstein gravity around flat spacetime
(”graviton in flat spacetime”) obtained by taking gab = ηab + lPhab with l
2
P =
8πG. (The dimension of hab is 1/L as expected.) Then the Hilbert action has
the structure:
√−gLEH = 1
2l2P
√−gR ∼ 1
2l2P
[(∂g)2 + ∂2g] =
1
2
(∂h)2 +
1
2lP
∂2h (16)
We see that the surface term is non-perturbative in lP in the “graviton” picture!
It follows that staring from quadratic spin-2 action and iterating to all orders
in the coupling constant lP can never lead to a term which is non-analytic in
lP . So such an iteration can only lead to Lbulk and not to Lsur or to LEH . The
claim, sometimes made in the literature, that the Einstein-Hilbert action can be
obtained by starting from the action functional for spin-2 graviton, coupling it
to its own stress tensor and iterating the process to all orders, is incorrect (for
more details, see [39]). Also note that the surface term at linear order
√−gLsur ≈ 1
2lP
∂a∂b[h
ab − ηabhii] (17)
is invariant under the linear gauge transformations hab → hab + ∂aξb + ∂bξa.
However, the exact form of Lsur in Eq. (15) is not generally covariant. It is
sometimes (again wrongly) claimed in the literature that if a term is gauge
invariant in the linear order, it will be generally covariant in the exact theory;
the Lsur is a concrete counterexample.
Incidentally, one might wonder what happens in the semiclassical limit in
which the the wave functional exp iAsur will depend on Asur, which is not
generally covariant. Notice that the foliation independence of this semiclassical
limit is ensured if we demand that exp iAsur = exp 2πin. This immediately
leads[40] to area quantization law: A⊥ = (8πL2P )n. Such results have been
around for some time now in different approaches to quantum gravity in which
Planck length arises as the lower bound to proper length scales[41]. The entire
situation is analogous to gauge theory in which ‘small’ gauge transformations
leave the action invariant but the ‘large’ gauge transformations do not. One
uses a similar quantisation condition on the semiclassical action in that context
as well.
5 Holographic structure of Semiclassical Action
for Gravity
There is actually a deep reason as to why this works, which goes beyond the Ein-
stein’s theory. Similar results exists for a wide class of covariant theories based
on principle of equivalence, in which the gravity is described by a metric tensor
gab. Let me briefly describe the general setting from which this thermodynamic
picture arises.[24]
Consider a (generalized) theory of gravity in D-dimensions based on a gen-
erally covariant scalar Lagrangian L which is a functional of the metric gab
and curvature Rabcd. Instead of treating [g
ab, ∂cg
ab, ∂d∂cg
ab] as the independent
variables, it is convenient to use [gab,Γikl, R
a
bcd] as the independent variables.
The curvature tensor Rabcd can be expressed entirely in terms of Γ
i
kl and ∂jΓ
i
kl
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and is independent of gab. To investigate the general (“off-shell”) structure of
the theory, let us note that any scalar which depends on Rabcd can be written
in the form L = Q bcda R
a
bcd with the tensor Q
bcd
a depending on curvature and
metric. (For example, any function L can be written as L = Q bcda R
a
bcd with
Q bcda = (L/2R)(δ
c
ag
bd− δdagbc) but, of course, other choices of Q bcda can lead to
the same L.) We will impose one condition on Q bcda (which can be motivated
by considering the variational principle; see ref. [24]); viz.∇cQijcd = 0. Thus,
we shall hereafter confine our attention to Lagrangians of the form:
L = Q bcda R
a
bcd; ∇cQijcd = 0 (18)
It is easy to show that all these Lagrangian allow the separation:
√−gL = 2√−gQ bcda ΓadkΓkbc + 2∂c
[√−gQ bcda Γabd] ≡ Lbulk + Lsur (19)
with
Lbulk = 2
√−gQ bcda ΓadkΓkbc; Lsur = 2∂c
[√−gQ bcda Γabd] ≡ ∂c [√−gV c]
(20)
where the last equality defines the D-component object V c, which — of course
— is not a vector. The holographic relation between surface and null actions
extend to all these cases. For example, all these lagrangians satisfy [42] a relation
of the form:
Lsur = ∂p
(
δqr
∂Lbulk
∂Γqpr
)
(21)
We can also prove the following results [24] which determine the bulk and total
lagrangians in terms of the surface term (which is probably truer to the spirit
of the term holography):
L =
1
2
Rabcd
(
∂V c
∂Γabd
)
; Lbulk =
√−g
(
∂V c
∂Γabd
)
ΓadkΓ
k
bc (22)
Thus the knowledge of the functional form of Lsur or — equivalently — that of
V c allows us to determine Lbulk and even L. The first relation also shows that
(∂V c/∂Γabd) is generally covariant in spite of the appearance.
More geometrically, writing Rab = (1/2!)Rabcd wc ∧ wd in terms of the
basis one forms wa, introducing a corresponding form for Qabcd with Qab =
(1/2!)Qabcdw
c ∧ wd and using Rab = dΓab + Γac ∧ Γcb where Γab are the cur-
vature forms, we can write the Lagrangian as
(1/2)L = ∗Qab ∧Rba = ∗Qab ∧
(
dΓba + Γ
b
c ∧ Γca
)
= d
(∗Qab ∧ Γba)+ ∗Qab ∧ Γbc ∧ Γca (23)
provided theQab satisfies the condition: d (∗Qab) = 0 corresponding to∇cQ bcda =
0. The separation between bulk and surface terms is obvious. We saw earlier
(see Eq. (4)) that the bulk and surface terms of Einstein-Hilbert action are re-
lated by a similar identity. The current result shows that this is a very general
result and is based only on the condition ∇aQabcd = 0.
Everything else goes through as before and it is possible to reformulate the
theory retaining only the surface term for the gravity sector as in the case
of Einstein gravity. (For a related alternative approach, see ref.[43]). If the
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original equations of motion of the theory, obtained by standard procedure is
Eab = Tab, we will now get the equations of the form (Eab − Tab)ξbξa = 0
where ξa is null if we use appropriate surface term and boundary conditions.
The addition of a cosmological constant — by the change Tab → Tab + Λgab —
again leaves the equations invariant. When combined with identity ∇aEab = 0
this will lead to standard field equations with a cosmological term arising as
an integration constant: Eab = Tab + Λgab just as in the case of Einstein-
Hilbert action [31]. Since the cosmological constant arises only as an integration
constant, it can be set to any value as a feature of the solution to the field
equations in a given physical context. This provides a basic reason for ignoring
the bulk cosmological constant and its changes during various phase transitions
in the universe. (Incidentally, the definition for entropy of null vectors, given
in in the first line of Eq. (12) holds even with a more general Qabcd introduced
in this section and one can again obtain the corresponding field equations by
varying the null vectors. This approach will be discussed elsewhere.)
What actually determines the specific numerical value of the cosmological
constant in our universe is a separate question which I will not address here.
I have shown elsewhere that, when coupled to the thermodynamic paradigm,
which suggests that in the presence of a horizon we should work with the degrees
of freedom confined by the horizon, it is possible to predict the value of this
integration constant[24, 44].
5.1 Structure of low-energy effective action for gravity
Let us now consider the explicit form of divergence-free fourth rank tensorQ bcda ,
having the symmetries of the curvature tensor, which determines the structure
of the theory. The semiclassical, low energy, action for gravity can now be deter-
mined from the derivative expansion of Q bcda in powers of number of derivatives:
Q bcda (g,R) =
(0)
Qa
bcd(g) + α
(1)
Qa
bcd(g,R) + β
(2)
Qa
bcd(g,R,∇R) + · · · (24)
where α, β, · · · are coupling constants. We will treat the expansion in terms
of the number of derivatives as giving the quantum corrections to the classical
theory. To determine the first term, say, we only need to obtain all the possible
fourth rank tensors Qabcd which (i) have the symmetries of curvature tensor;
(b) are divergence-free and (iii) are made from gab; similarly, to obtain the next
term, we allow the tensor Qabcd to depend on gab and Rabcd etc. Interestingly
enough, at the first two orders, this leads to all the gravitational theories (in
D dimensions) in which the field equations are no higher than second degree,
though we did not demand that explicitly. At the lowest order, if we do not
use the curvature tensor, then we have just one unique choice for zeroth order,
made from metric: Q
(0)bcd
a = (1/2)(δcag
bd−δdagbc) which satisfies our constraints
leading to the standard Einstein’s theory[45].
Next, if we allow for Q bcda to depend linearly on curvature, then we have
the following additional choice of tensor with required symmetries:
(1)
Qabcd = Rabcd −Gacgbd +Gbcgad +Radgbc −Rbdgac (25)
(In four dimensions, this tensor is essentially the double-dual of Rabcd and in
any dimension can be obtained from Rabcd using the alternating tensor [46].) In
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this case, we get
L =
1
2
(
giag
bjgckgdl − 4giagbdgckgjl + δcaδki gbdgjl
)
RijklR
a
bcd
=
1
2
[
RabcdRabcd − 4RabRab +R2
]
(26)
This is just the Gauss-Bonnet(GB) action which is a pure divergence in 4 dimen-
sions but not in higher dimensions. The fact[47] that string theoretical models
get GB type terms as corrections is noteworthy in this regard. We can similarly
determine the higher order corrections. Both Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian and
Gauss-Bonnet lagrangian can be written in a condensed notation using alter-
nating tensors as:
LEH = δ
13
24R
24
13; LGB = δ
1357
2468R
24
13R
68
57 (27)
where the numeral n actually stands for an index an etc. The obvious general-
ization leads to the Lanczos-Lovelock lagrangian[46]:
Lm = δ
1357...2k−1
2468...2k R
24
13R
68
57....R
2k−2 2k
2k−3 2k−1; k = 2m (28)
where k = 2m is an even number. The Lm is clearly a homogeneous function
of degree m in the curvature tensor Rabcd. In this case, Q
bcd
a is an nth order
polynomial in the curvature tensor. All these actions obey the holographic
relation between the surface and bulk terms, generalizing the Eq. (4) of Einstein-
Hilbert action. It can be shown that[30], in general,
[(D/2)−m]Lsur = −∂i
[
gab
δLbulk
δ(∂igab)
+ ∂jgab
∂Lbulk
∂(∂i∂jgab)
]
(29)
which again has a nice ‘d(pq) structure’ as in the case of Einstein-Hilbert action.
Also note that, as long as the higher order quantum gravitational corrections
are determined by the holographic principles, the higher orders terms will all
respect the invariance of the theory under Tab → Tab+λgab and the cosmological
constant will continue to remain an integration constant even when quantum
corrections are incorporated.
5.2 Surface term as Entropy of horizons
Finally, it can be shown that the surface term is closely related to the entropy of
horizons even in the generalized context. I will now briefly indicate the nature of
this proof[30]. To do this we need an expression for the entropy of the horizon in
a general context when the lagrangian depends of Rabcd in a non-trivial manner.
Such a formula has been provided by Wald in ref. [48] and can be expressed as
a integral over P bcda ≡ (∂L/∂Rabcd) on the horizon, evaluated on-shell. It can
also been shown[48] that this definition is equivalent to interpreting entropy as
the Noether charge associated with diffeomorphism invariance. We shall briefly
summarize this approach and use this definition.
To define the Noether charge associated with the diffeomorphism invariance,
let us consider the variation xa → xa + ξa under which the metric changes by
δgab = −(∇aξb +∇bξa). The change in the action, when evaluated on-shell, is
contributed only by the surface term so that we have the relation
δξA
∣∣
on shell
= −
∫
dDx
√−g∇a(Lξa) =
∫
dDx
√−g∇a(δξV a) (30)
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[The subscript ξ on δξ.... is a reminder that we are considering the changes
due to a particular kind of variation, viz. when the metric changes by δgab =
−(∇aξb + ∇bξa).] This leads to the conservation law ∇aJa = 0 with Ja =
Lξa + (δξV
a) ≡ ∇bJab with the last equality defining the antisymmetric tensor
Jab. For a lagrangian of the type L = L(gab, Rabcd) direct computation shows
that Jab is given by:
Jab = −2P abcd∇cξd + 4ξd
(∇cP abcd) (31)
with Pabcd ≡ (∂L/∂Rabcd). We shall confine ourselves to Lanczos-Lovelock type
lagrangians for which
L =
1
m
Rabcd
(
∂L
∂Rabcd
)
≡ RabcdQabcd (32)
with ∇aP abcd = ∇aQabcd = 0 so that Jab = −2P abcd∇cξd.
We want to evaluate the Noether charge corresponding to the current Ja for
a static metric with a bifurcation horizon and a killing vector field ξa = (1,0).
The location of the horizon is given by the vanishing of the norm ξaξa = g00,
of this killing vector. Using these facts as well as the relations ∇cξd = Γdc0 etc.,
we find that Jab = 2P 0abd Γ
d
c0. Therefore the Noether charge is given by
N =
∫
t
dD−1x
√−g J0 =
∫
t,rH
dD−2x
√−g Jr0 (33)
in which we have ignored the contributions arising from b = transverse direc-
tions. This is justifiable when transverse directions are compact or in the case
of Rindler approximation when nothing changes along the transverse direction.
In the radial direction, we have again confined to the contribution at r = rH
which is taken to be the location of the horizon. Using Qr0 = 2P dcr0Γdc0 =
−2P dcr0∂dgc0 we get
N = −2
∫
t,rH
dD−2x
√−g P dcr0∂dgc0 = 2m
∫
t,rH
dD−2x
√−g Qcdr0∂dgc0 (34)
The dimension of N is LD−3 which is area of transverse dimensions divided
by a length. Entropy, which has the dimensions of transverse area, is given by
the product of N and the interval in time integration. If the surface gravity of
the horizon is κ, the time integration can be limited to the range (0, β) where
β = 2π/κ. The entropy, computed from the Noether charge approach is thus
given by
SNoether = βN = 2βm
∫
t,rH
dD−2x
√−g Qcdr0∂dgc0 (35)
We will now show that this is the same result one obtains by evaluating
our surface term on the horizon except for a proportionality constant. In the
stationary case, the contribution of surface term on the horizon is given by
Ssur = 2
∫
dDx∂c
[√−gQabcd∂bgad] = 2
∫
dt
∫
rH
dD−2x
√−g Qabrd∂bgad
(36)
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Once again, taking the integration along t to be in the range (0, β) and ignoring
transverse directions, we get
Ssur = 2β
∫
rH
dD−2x
√−g Qabr0∂bga0 (37)
Comparing with Eq. (34), we find that
SNoether = mSsur (38)
The overall proportionality factor has a simple physical meaning. It can be
shown that[30] the quantity mLsur, rather than Lsur, which has the “d(qp)”
structure and it is this particular combination which plays the role of entropy,
as to be expected[49].
The interpretation finds additional strength from the following fact: We saw
earlier that, in the case of Einstein-Hilbert gravity, it is possible to interpret
Einstein’s equations as the thermodynamic identity TdS = dE + PdV for a
spherically symmetric spacetime and thus provide a thermodynamic route to
understand the dynamics of gravity. It can be shown[50] that the field equa-
tions for Lanczos-Lovelock action can also be expressed as TdS = dE + PdV
with S and E being given by expressions previously derived in the literature by
other approaches. This result indicates a deep connection between the thermo-
dynamics of horizons and the allowed quantum corrections to standard Einstein
gravity, and shows that the relation TdS = dE + PdV has a greater domain of
validity that Einstein’s field equations.
6 Conclusions
The approach highlights the role of null surfaces — which block information and
act as horizons for a congruence of observers locally — in the formulation of the
theory. The intriguing analogy between the gravitational dynamics of horizons
and thermodynamics is not yet understood at a deeper level. One possible way
of interpreting these results is to assume that spacetime is analogous to an elastic
solid and equations describing its dynamics are similar to those of elasticity, (the
“Sakharov paradigm”; see e.g., ref. [36]). The unknown, microscopic degrees
of freedom of spacetime (which should be analogous to the atoms in the case
of solids) is normally expected to play a role only when spacetime is probed
at Planck scales (which would be analogous to the lattice spacing of a solid).
The exception to this general rule arises when we consider horizons [51] which
have finite temperature and block information from a family of observers. In
a manner which is not fully understood, the horizons link certain aspects of
microscopic physics with the bulk dynamics just as thermodynamics can provide
a link between statistical mechanics and (zero temperature) dynamics of a solid.
In this approach, the full theory has some microscopic variables qi and an ac-
tion Amicro(qi). Integrating out short wavelength fluctuations and microscopic
degrees of freedom should lead to a long wavelength effective action, which could
be a pure surface term, as well as bring about gab as the new dynamical vari-
ables in terms of which the effective action is described. This will lead to the
effective low energy degrees of freedom of gravity for a volume V to reside in
its boundary ∂V — a point of view that is strongly supported by the study of
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horizon entropy, which shows that the degrees of freedom hidden by a horizon
scales as the area and not as the volume.
In this description gab is like the density ρ of a solid arising from large number
of atoms and is not a fundamental dynamical variable. It does not make sense
to vary the gab arbitrarily in this action. Instead, the (covariant) equations of
motion are obtained by demanding the invariance of the (noncovariant) surface
action Asur , under virtual displacements of any (observer dependent) horizon
normal to itself. This might seem unusual at first but, as I explained before, it
arises from the thermodynamic interpretation of (observer dependent) horizons.
In the displacement xa → x¯a = xa + ξa the ξa(x) is similar to the displacement
vector field used, for example, in the study of elastic solids. The true degrees
of freedom are some unknown ‘atoms of spacetime’ but in the continuum limit,
the displacement xa → x¯a = xa + ξa(x) captures the relevant dynamics, just
like in the study of elastic properties of the continuum solid. In fact, one can
reformulate the Einstein gravity in terms of the dynamics of a null vector field
in a background spacetime[37]. The horizons in the spacetime are then similar
to defects in the solid so that their displacement costs entropy.
The approach also leads to two new insights, which one could not have
been anticipated a priori. First, the surface action leads in a natural fashion
to equations (Eab − Tab)ξaξb = 0 for all null vectors ξa. These equations of
motion are now invariant under the changes to the vacuum energy Tab → Tab+
Λgab and we have a natural solution to the cosmological constant problem.
Note that, this approach, unlike many others, can handle the changes to the
vacuum energy density arising due to phase transitions in the early universe.
The observed cosmological constant can be interpreted[26] as arising due to the
vacuum fluctuations in a region confined by the horizon and — in that sense —
is coupled to the surface degrees of freedom of gravity.
Second the effective action in can be expanded in terms of number of deriva-
tives and the low energy effective action for gravity is then determined by
the derivative expansion of Q bcda in powers of number of derivatives, given
by Eq. (24): The first term leads to Einstein-Hilbert action and the second one
leads to the Gauss-Bonnet action; this (as well as higher order terms) have a nat-
ural interpretation of being a quantum correction in this approach. We also have
a general principle for determining the correction terms (by constructing the di-
vergence free tensor Q bcda from variables with right number of derivatives) and
constraining the structure of underlying theory. It is worth recalling that such a
Gauss-Bonnet term arises as the correction in string theories [47]. The thermo-
dynamic interpretation (which is on-shell) as well as the holographic description
(which is off-shell) are also applicable to quantum corrections to the Einstein-
Hilbert Lagrangian. The invariance of the theory under Tab → Tab + Λgab
continues to hold for the higher order terms as well suggesting that the mech-
anism for ignoring the bulk cosmological constant is likely to survive quantum
gravitational corrections.
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Appendix: Surface Term in Einstein-Hilbert ac-
tion
The Einstein-Hilbert action for gravity in 4-dimensions is given by (we use
signature −+++ and the convention Rijkl = ∂kΓilj − ∂lΓikj + · · · ; Latin letters
range over 0-3 and Greek letters range over 1-3):
16πAEH =
∫
V
d4x
√−g LEH =
∫
V
d4x
√−g R (39)
Since LEH is linear in second derivatives of the metric, it is clear that
√−gLEH
can be written as
√−gLEH = √−gLbulk −Lsur where Lbulk is quadratic in the
first derivatives of the metric and Lsur is a total derivative which leads to a
surface term in the action. Explicitly:
R
√−g = √−gLbulk − Lsur ≡
√−gLbulk − ∂jP j (40)
where
Lbulk = g
ab
(
ΓijaΓ
j
ib − ΓiabΓjij
)
(41)
and
P c ≡ √−gV c = √−g (gckΓmkm − gikΓcik) = − 1√−g∂b(ggbc) (42)
where the first equality defines the 4-component object V c = g−1∂b[gg
bc], which
— of course — is not a vector. We will also use the notation of covariant
derivative operator ∇i = (√−g)−1∂i(√−g....) and write
Lsur = ∂cP
c = ∂c(
√−gV c) = √−g∇cV c (43)
with the clear understanding that V c is not a vector.
Integrating Lsur over a four-dimensional region leads to the surface term in
the action:
16πAsur =
∫
V
d4xLsur =
∫
V
d4x
√−g∇cV c =
∫
∂V
d3x
√
hncV
c (44)
where nc is the unit normal on ∂V and h is the determinant of the metric
induced on the surface. (Little thought — or simple algebra — shows that the
Gauss theorem holds even when V c not a vector, as long as computations are
carried out in a specific coordinate system). Obviously, Asur is not generally
covariant. This term, Asur, when added to Einstein-Hilbert action leads to an
action which is purely quadratic but will not be generally covariant.
Before proceeding further, I want to briefly compare Asur with another sur-
face action[27] involving the trace of the extrinsic curvature:
16πAGHsur = 2
∫
∂V
d3x
√
hK = 2
∫
V
d4x
√−g∇c(Knc) (45)
In the second relation we have extended the vector field nc — originally defined
only on ∂V — in any arbitrary fashion into the bulk V and taken K = −∇ini.
This is legal because only its value on ∂V contributes to the integral. The
difference between the two actions Asur and A
GH
sur is
16π(Asur −AGHsur ) =
∫
V
d4x∂c[P
c − 2√−gKnc] (46)
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which can be easily computed. As an example, let us consider the contribu-
tions from the ∂V that is made of t = constant surface. Then, for the metric,
parameterized as
ds2 = −(Ndt)2 + hµν [dxµ +Nµdt][dxν +Nνdt] (47)
[so that g00 = −1/N2, g0µ = Nµ/N2, gµν = hµν − NµNν/N2, g = −N2h] we
can compute the difference to be
16π(Asur −AGHsur ) =
∫
t
d3x[P 0 − 2√−gKn0] = −
∫
t
d3x
√
h
[
∂µN
µ
N
]
(48)
This result shows several important features.
• To begin with (Asur − AGHsur ) is in general nonzero. If the coordinates
are chosen such that the surface ∂V corresponds to xM = constant, then
(Asur −AGHsur ) = 0 only for the coordinate choice in which the metric has
no off-diagonal terms with respect to the coordinate labelled by M ; in the
case of constant time foliation, this requires g0µ = 0. The absolute value
of the action has some significance in semiclassical gravity etc. so it is
important to note that Asur 6= AGHsur in general.
• Suppose one is interested in the variation of these actions (rather than
their values) when the metric is varied arbitrarily. Again, in general,
(δAsur − δAGHsur ) 6= 0. But if we consider variations with gab held fixed on
∂V , then N and h will not vary on ∂V ; further, if the metric is fixed every-
where on ∂V , then the spatial derivative ∂µNµ is also fixed everywhere on
∂V and cannot contribute to the variation. So we find that δAsur = δAGHsur
for variations of metric with gab held fixed on ∂V . This is why either Asur
or AGHsur can be added to Hilbert action to obtain a sensible variational
principle with gab held fixed on ∂V .
• The quadratic action obtained as AEH +Asur is an integral over Lquad in
Eq. (41) and it is obvious that this expression is noncovariant. On, the
other hand, the quadratic action AEH +A
GH
sur can also be expressed as an
integral over the local lagrangian:
LGHquad = R+ 2∇i(Kni) = R− 2∇i(ni∇jnj) (49)
Such a lagrangian can be interpreted as generally covariant but it is folia-
tion dependent which is as bad as being non-covariant. In fact, almost any
noncovariant expression can be written in a generally covariant manner if
one is allowed to introduce extra vector field characterizing the foliation.
For example, one would have considered a component of a tensor, say,
T00 as not generally covariant. But a quantity ρ = Tabu
aub is a gener-
ally covariant scalar which will reduce to T00 in a local frame in which
ua = (1, 0, 0, 0). It is appropriate to say that ρ is generally covariant but
foliation dependent. The AGH uses the normal vector n
i of the boundary
in a similar manner.
I will now continue with the discussion of Asur and consider a total action
for gravity and matter by adding to Asur the matter action; that is,
Atot = Asur +Amatter[φi, g] (50)
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where Amatter [φi, g] is the standard matter action in a spacetime with metric
gab. The φi denotes some generic matter degrees of freedom; varying φi will
lead to standard equations of motion for matter in a background metric and
these equations will also ensure that the energy momentum tensor of matter
T ab satisfies ∇aT ab = 0. I want to compute the variation of Atot when the
metric changes by gab → gab + δgab with all other matter variables remaining
unchanged.
The variation of matter part is easy. When the metric changes by δgab and
the matter action changes by
δAmatt = −1
2
∫
V
d4x
√−gTabδgab (51)
To obtain the variation of Asur , we will first write Lsur in a slightly simplified
notation. It is easy to see from Eq. (42) that
Lsur = 2Q
cd
ak∂c
[√−ggbkΓabd] (52)
where Qcdak is the alternating (‘determinant’) tensor: 2Q
cd
ab = (δ
d
aδ
c
b−δcaδdb ) which
is, of course, a constant (The usual symbol is δcdab which we avoid for conflict of
notation). Therefore
δLsur = 2Q
cd
ak∂c
[√−ggbkδΓabd + Γabdδ(√−ggbk)] (53)
Using
δ(
√−ggbk) = √−g[δbl δkm −
1
2
gbkglm]δg
lm ≡ √−gBbklmδglm (54)
the second term in Eq. (53) can be written as
2Qcdak∂c
[
Γabdδ(
√−ggbk)] = 2Qcdak∂c [√−gΓabdBbklmδglm] ≡ ∂c[√−gM clmδglm]
=
√−g∇c[M clmδglm] (55)
where we have defined the 3-index nontensorial object,
M clm = 2Q
cd
akB
bk
lmΓ
a
bd = −Γclm + Γdldδcm −
1
2
glmV
c (56)
for ease of notation. (Its explicit form is irrelevant for our discussion).
Similarly the first term in Eq. (53) is
2Qcdak∂c
[√−ggbkδΓabd] = √−g∇c(N bdca δΓabd) (57)
with N bdca ≡ 2Qcdakgbk being a genuine tensor. Combining the two terms and
integrating over four volume, we get:
16πδAsur =
∫
V
d4x
√−g∇c(N bdca δΓabd) +
∫
V
d4x
√−g∇c[M clmδglm]
=
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h(ncN
bdc
a )δΓ
a
bd +
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h (ncM
c
lm)δg
lm (58)
Note that the variation of the surface action has two pieces depending on δΓabd
and on δglm. For a completely arbitrary variation of the metric both the terms
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will contribute. However if we consider variations of the type with δglm =
0 on ∂V , the second term will not contribute. In the first term, derivatives
of the metric taken along the surface will have zero variation; but δΓabd will
have contributions from the variation of derivatives of the metric normal to the
surface. Thus even when δglm = 0 on ∂V , the δAsur does not vanish. (Of
course, this is root cause of the standard problem with Einstein-Hilbert action;
just keeping δglm = 0 on ∂V does not lead to field equations because of the
nonzero first term — which is just the standard result in fancy notation). I will
now put this fact to good use.
To see this explicitly and to proceed further, it is better to write the first
term in Eq. (58) in a different manner and keep it as an integral over the bulk
region V for the moment. Using the fact that δΓ’s are tensors and working in
the local inertial frame, we can also express this variation in Eq. (57) in the
form of the standard textbook result:
2Qcdak∂c
[√−ggbkδΓabd] = −√−ggabδRab (59)
This allows us to write:
16πδAsur = −
∫
V
d4x
√−ggabδRab +
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h (ncM
c
lm)δg
lm (60)
Adding the matter variation, we get
16πδAtot = −
∫
V
d4x
√−ggabδRab +
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h (ncM
c
lm)δg
lm
−8π
∫
V
d4x
√−gTabδgab (61)
Up to this point everything has been quite general and we did not assume
anything about the form of δgab. We will now specialize to variations of the
metric of the form δgab = ∇aξb +∇bξa where ξa is (at present) an unspecified
vector field. The change in the matter action is now:
δAmatt = −1
2
∫
V
d4x
√−gTabδgab = −
∫
V
d4x
√−g∇a(T ab ξb) (62)
where we have used the fact that ∇aT ab = 0, which arises from the equations of
motion for the matter. As discussed in the main text, we are not introducing
a coordinate shift xa → x¯a = xa + ξa but merely choosing a a specific type of
δgab parametrized by a vector field ξa; this is why matter fields are not varied.
However, this distinction is not relevant in the gravity sector for variables which
depends only on metric and its derivatives. Changes in gab,Γ
i
jk, their derivatives
etc. induced under a coordinate shift xa → x¯a = xa + ξa will be identical to
those calculated using δgab = ∇aξb+∇bξa in the expressions. But if one is using
expressions in action involving other vector fields, like the normal ni to ∂V (as
in AGHsur of Eq. (45)), then again the resulting variations will be different if we
just change the metric by δgab = ∇aξb +∇bξa or interpret it as arising from a
coordinate transformation xa → x¯a = xa + ξa. In the former case, other vector
fields like ni do not change (that is, they do not change intrinsically; of course
if ni does not change, n
i will reflect the change in metric) but if coordinates
are transformed these vector fields need to change. It follows that an expression
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which is foliation dependent will transform differently in these two case. We are
not talking about diffeomorphism.
To proceed further, we need to know the variation gabδRab under the trans-
formation δgab = ∇aξb +∇bξa. The result is:
√−ggabδRab = −2
√−g∇a(Rabξb) (63)
To prove Eq. (63) we will start with the result (which can be easily proved by
expressing δΓabc in terms of δg
ij)
gikδRik = ∇a∇a(gikδgik)−∇a∇b(δgab) (64)
When δgab = ∇aξb +∇bξa, this expression becomes
gikδRik = ∇a
(
2∇a∇jξi −∇b∇aξb −∇b∇bξa
)
(65)
In the middle term, we write ∇b∇aξb = ∇a∇bξb +Rai ξi thereby getting
gikδRik = −∇a(Rai ξi) +∇a
(
2∇a∇jξi −∇b∇bξa
)
(66)
Next, we note that ∇a∇b∇bξa = ∇b∇a∇bξa. (This is just a special case of
the, easily proved, general result ∇a∇bHba = ∇b∇aHba for any tensor Hab)
Finally, expressing ∇a∇bξa in terms of ∇b∇aξa we find that one more term
cancels leading to the result
gikδRik = −2∇b(Rbjξj) (67)
(I went through this ‘first principle’ proof just to illustrate that the result is
purely an algebraic consequence of δgab = ∇aξb + ∇bξa and it has nothing to
do with coordinate transformations. There is, of course, a much shorter route
to the result by using a trick[31]. We know that δR = gikδRik+Rikδg
ik so that
gikδRik = δR−Rikδgik = δR− 2Rik∇iξk (68)
The determine the form of δR we argue as follows: We know that, under
the infinitesimal coordinate transformation, xa → x¯a = xa + ξa, we have
δR = −ξa∂aR and δgab = ∇aξb+∇bξa. But since one can always determine δR
entirely in terms of δgab, it follows that δR = −ξa∂aR if δgab = ∇aξb+∇bξa, ir-
respective whether we make any coordinate transformation or not. Substituting
into Eq. (68), we get
gikδRik = −ξk∂kR− 2Rik∇iξk
= −2∇i(Rikξk) + 2ξk∇i(Rik − 1
2
gikR) = −2∇i(Rikξk) (69)
since the second term vanishes due to Bianchi identity. The use of xa → x¯a =
xa+ ξa to determine the form of δR is simply a trick to save algebra and should
not be confused with genuine coordinate transformations.)
Substituting these into Eq. (61) we get the final result we needed in the text:
16πδAtot = 2
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h(Rab − 8πT ab )ξbna −
∫
∂V
d3x
√
h (ncM
c
lmδg
lm) (70)
The rest of the analysis is described in the main text.
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